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Sammanfattning 
 
Detta examensarbete behandlar problemen gällande nedladdning av data från det nya digitala 
färdskrivarsystemet som introducerats i Europa. Lagkrav medför att transportföretagen måste ladda ner och 
spara data från färdskrivarsystemet för lagring i minst ett år i kontrollsyfte. Färdskrivarsystemet sparar data 
både på en fordonsenhet i förarmiljön, samt på ett förarkort av smartkorttyp vilket är personligt för varje 
förare. 
 
Med det tidigare analoga färdskrivarsystemet kunde data för lagring erhållas direkt eftersom det fysisk 
skrevs ner på en cirkulär pappskiva under färden. För att kunna långtidslagra data från det digitala systemet 
måste först en nerladdning göras från fordonsenheten samt sedan överföra denna till lämpligt 
lagringsmedium via exempelvis en PC. Data måste också laddas ned från förarkorten. 
Nedladdning av data från fordonsenheten är det mest tidskrävande momentet eftersom det kan ta upptill 
30minuter. Detta måste utföras ungefär var tredje månad. 
 
Detta examensarbete undersöker metoder för att ladda ned data från det digitala färdskrivarsystemet genom 
att använda en telematikenhet. En sådan enhet skulle medföra kunna skicka data direkt ifrån fordonet till en 
server för långtidslagring.  
Existerande nedladdningsverktyg utvärderas och möjliga sätt att genomföra nedladdning utforskas. 
En prototyp implementeras på en befintlig telematikhårdvara. Den framtagna prototypen klarar av att ladda 
ner data och automatisk skicka denna till en vald server. Prototypen tros kunna förenkla administrationen 
kring nerladdningsprocessen. 
 
Examensarbetes huvudfokus är på att ta fram denna prototyp på telematikplattformen. 
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Abstract 
 
This Master of Science thesis project handles issues around managing data from the digital tachograph 
system. European legislation states that companies must download the data of the digital tachograph system 
and store it for at least one year for control purposes. The system stores data on the vehicle unit located in 
the driving compartment and on smart cards personal for each driver.  
 
Acquiring data from the previous analogue tachograph was done instantaneously since the data was 
physically printed to a circular paper chart when driving. To acquire data from the digital system one must 
perform a download from the vehicle unit and later transfer it to some form of backup solution for long 
term storage. Data must also be downloaded from the driver smart cards. 
Download of data from the vehicle unit is the most time consuming task and may take up to 30minutes per 
vehicle. This should be done about every third month. 
 
The thesis investigates methods of downloading data from the digital tachographs and connecting these to a 
telematics platform. This would make it possible to transfer data from the vehicle directly for long term 
storage in the office server. 
Existing download tools are briefly evaluated, and possible new ways of performing downloads are 
explored. 
A prototype application is constructed which downloads data from the tachograph and automatically 
uploads it to a server of choice. The solution is believed to simplify administration around the data 
management.  
 
The thesis main focus is on constructing this prototype on the telematics platform. 
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Definitions1 
 
AKI task  A process running in the non-preemptive AKI operating system. 
 
Blackbox  The target telematics platform. 
 
Card data  Data recorded on a smart card of driver card type. 
 
Card download  Downloading data from a driver card. 
 
Driver card / User data A smart card storing  
 
EC    European commission 
 
EU    European Union 
 
Flag   Software term for a variable used to indicate states. 
 
IDE     Intelligent Dedicated Equipment, “download device for digital tachographs” 
 
IEC    International Electrotechnical Commission 
 
Parse data  Interpret or in some way analyze data.  
 
PDA   Personal Digital Assistant, “small handheld computer”. 
 
Pipe   The sign “|” coded as 0x7C in ASCII. Used as a string separator. 
 
Software module  Stand alone program running either with other programs or by itself. 
 
System main loop Eternity loop running within main. 
 
User  Users are to be understood as human user of the equipment. Normal users of the 

VU is drivers, controllers (police), workshops and administrative users with 
company card access. 

 
Vehicle data  Data on recorded on the digital tachograph vehicle unit. 
 
VU    Vehicle unit 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 Some acronyms are used for compatibility with EEG 1360/2002 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 
This chapter will give a brief introduction to the problem, purpose and goal, as well as the method used for this 
Master of Science thesis project. 
 

1.1 Background 
For more than twenty years, there have been legal obligations in the European Union (EU) area for trucks weighing 
more than 3,5 tonnes and busses transporting more than 9 persons to be equipped with a tachograph. 
The tachograph registers certain data concerning the transport, the most important being: vehicle speed and times 
regarding driver breaks and driving hours. Physically a tachograph is a radio-sized unit in the vehicles driving 
compartment coupled with a motion sensor.  
 
Previously the data has been recorded with so called analog tachographs. These units have stored the data on circular 
paper charts by printing on it. However the security around the system has been very poor and various techniques 
have emerged making it possible to circumvent and manipulate the system. This has made it hard for the system to 
fulfill its purpose to provide a better working environment for the drivers, better road safety and even out 
competition. In consequence the tachograph system conflicts with commercial interests of the transport companies. 
 
To rectify the problem EU has developed a new standard for tachographs to bring it up to phase with technology and 
security. The new system was called the digital tachograph, which stores information digitally and uses various 
encryption techniques to ensure data integrity. 
 
From the first of May 2006 all new trucks and busses within EU are required by law to be equipped with the digital 
tachograph system. 
 

1.2 Overview 

1.2.1 The Digital Tachograph System 
A digital tachograph is a system consisting of three main components: 

• Vehicle unit 

• Motion sensor 

• Smartcard 

The vehicle unit (VU) is a radio-like box located in the driver environment. This unit is what is commonly referred to 
when talking about digital tachographs, and is the user interface to the system. The unit is commonly connected to 
the vehicle CAN network, where it supplies other electrical control units (ECUs) with information such as vehicle 
speed, mileage and time. The system is illustrated in Figure 1. 

At the front of the VU there are two smart card readers, a display, a couple of buttons to operate the unit as well as a 
connector intended for diagnostics and data transfer. 

To ensure accurate motion input, the unit is connected to a motion sensor which is attached to the vehicle gearbox to 
detect movement. The motion sensor has embedded intelligence to detect attempts of manipulation as well as 
handling the encrypted data link to the VU. 

The third component of the system consists of smartcards. These can be considered the keys to the system and grants 
users’ access to different parts of the system. There are four types of cards: driver-, company-, control-, and 
workshop card. Driver card must be inserted when driving the vehicle. 

Data on the system is stored on the VU as well as the driver card. When the memory on either device is full, the 
oldest data will be overwritten without warning. It is therefore mandatory to regularly copy this data to an external 
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storage medium for long term storage. Depending on how the data is used by the transport company it has to be 
stored for at least one year and up to 10years.  

A more thorough description of each system component is given in a separate section in the next chapter.  
 

 
Figure 1 – Overview of the digital tachograph system. 

 

1.2.2 Law Enforcement 
In the EU there are legal requirements stating that new trucks and busses brought into use after the 1 may 2006 must 
be equipped with a digital tachograph. Vehicles with the old analog tachograph will gradually be replaced by its 
younger brother. However the older version can be kept until broken beyond repair. 
Technical requirements on the system were originally stated in the EU Council regulation (EEC) No 3821/85 which 
has been updated numerous times. Its complementing regulation is (EEC) No 3820/85 which handles the social 
adaptation, such as driving hours. The latest technical document is EC 1360/2002, which is an update to 
EEC3821/85 and contains details for the digital tachograph system. This is the most fundamental document for this 
thesis. 
 
There are also additional national legislations concerning tachographs. 
Control activities will be preformed along side the road as before. If not fulfilling legislation, the driver and/or the 
company may receive fines or will be prohibited to continue driving the vehicle. 
 
As stated in previous section, the data recorded by the tachographs must be kept for control purposes for at least one 
year. The tachograph system however allows possibilities for the transport company to use the data for purposes 
benefiting the company. The data may for instance be used as a basis for salaries, though this will prolong the 
storage time of the data to at least ten years (according to Swedish bookkeeping laws.).  
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1.3 Problem Description 
Even though the digital tachograph brings along a numerous positive effects, they have one major flaw from the 
transport companies’ point of view. This is the copying process from the vehicle unit mass memory [TLN].  
The copying process is a very time consuming task, which can take up to 30 min per vehicle with today’s generation 
of digital tachographs. The recommendations from the Swedish road administration (Vägverket) to perform this task 
every third month thus brings a lot of administration for the transport companies. Also the driver card has to be 
copied about every third week according to recommendations. Fortunately copying the driver cards only takes a 
couple of minutes. 
The copying is normally done by an administrative person at the company, which may force the driver to bring the 
truck to home base. 
With analog tachographs this problem was solved by the driver mailing the paper charts, or leaving bundle of them 
when returned to home office. 
 

1.4 Contractor 
PocketMobile Communications AB (PMC) is the contractor for this Master of Science thesis. The company focus is 
on mobile communication solutions for companies with vehicle fleet and mobile workers. 
 

1.5 Purpose and Goal 
The purpose of this thesis project is to simplify the process of transferring data from the vehicle and driver card for 
transport companies, and make download available anywhere. Since the contractor has its focus on mobile 
communication solutions, it’s expected to send the data wirelessly from the vehicle driving compartment to a server 
for long term storage. 
The solution is supposed to integrate into one of PMCs’ communication platforms. PMC is currently working with a 
telematics unit which is desirable to use if possible. 
The goal of the thesis is to develop a prototype that will be tested and evaluated. If successful the prototype may later 
be developed into a product offered to PMC customers. 
 

1.6 Method 
To fulfill the goals of the thesis, the time at hand was divided in three main phases: pre-study, system design and 
implementation.  
 
During the first period of the pre-study the legislation and technical specification for the system was studied. 
Opinions of transport companies concerning their current download procedures were acquired from telephone 
contact, Internet and PMC customers. 
Common hardware currently available and used by transport companies were available for testing. These tools were 
briefly evaluated, and gave some inspiration and guidance during the implementation as well as system design. 
 
The first move in the system design phase was to specify requirements for the system and evaluate the target 
platforms suggested by PMC to check for possible compatibility issues. A platform was chosen, and functionality 
modeled in UML.  
 
The system was then implemented step by step, starting with the Blackbox application, server data verification and 
finally client server communication. 
Some existing code provided a foundation of the solution, especially for the server application. 
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Chapter 2  The Digital Tachograph System 
The task of the tachograph is mainly to register and store, display, print out and export data on the driver activities. 
Since the purpose of this thesis is targeted at the digital tachograph system, focus will from now on be on this type of 
tachograph. 
There are currently three manufactures of tachographs: Siemens VDO, Stoneridge and Actia. All three have their 
first generation of digital tachograph on the market. This section gives a thorough description of the system. The 
main source of this section is EC 1360/2002. 

2.1 Vehicle Unit 
The vehicle unit (VU) is the part of the system most commonly referred to when talking about digital tachographs. It 
is the size of a car radio, and is placed within sight and reach of the driver. 
It is equipped with a display, buttons for operation and manual input, and two smart card readers for driver and co-
driver, see Figure 2. Further it has embedded memory for storing data (often referred to as the mass memory), a real-
time clock and a printer to use if for some reason it is not possible to transfer data from the unit, see figure. 
The VU is connected to the motion sensor through an encrypted data link, and may also be equipped to other devices 
through additional connectors. On the front of the VU there is a connector used for calibration and data transfer. 
 

 
Figure 2 – Front view of vehicle unit DTCO 1381 from Siemens VDO. 

2.1.1 Interfaces and Connectors 
The VU may be connected to other devices through additional connectors, these connectors may be proprietary, and 
others are mandatory. The later ones are listed below. 
 
Smart Card Interface: 
The VU is equipped with two smart card units. Two units make it possible to store data on both driver and co-driver 
cards at the same time. The ignition must be turned on to be able to remove or insert a smart card into the VU. 
Calibration-/Downloading Connector: 
At the front of the VU there is a 6 pin communications port. This is intended for calibration and download of the VU 
mass memory or downloading cards through the VU. 
K-Line:  
Used for diagnostics according to ISO 14230-1. 
CAN:  
Is not required by the standard [EC 1360/2002], but all tachographs today are supplied with a CAN connector. This 
is standardized according to ISO 16844. The tachograph outputs information to other ECU’s such as time, distance, 
speed. 
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2.1.2 Operating Modes 
The VU has four operating modes indicated by Table 1 below. The smart cards are the keys to each specific 
operating mode, and grant the user specific access rights to the system. 
Authentication between the cards and the VU is performed by using the public and private RSA keys, which are 
unique for each equipment. 
 

Driver slot Operational modes 
No card Driver card Control card Workshop card Company card 

No card Operational Operational Control Calibration Company 

Driver card Operational Operational Control Calibration Company 

Control card Control Control Control (*) Operational Operational 

Workshop card Calibration Calibration Operational Calibration (*) Operational 

C
o-

dr
iv

er
 s

lo
t 

Company card Company Company Operational Operational Company (*) 
(*)In these situations the recording equipment shall use only the tachograph card inserted in the driver slot. 

Table 1 - The possible operation mode of the vehicle unit. 
 
In calibration mode the system is tuned to register accurate speed and time. This involves setting correct values for 
wheel circumference etc. Time adjustment is limited when not in this mode. 
The manual entries function is only accessible in operational mode and calibration mode. 
 
The company card sets the VU in company mode. In this mode a company makes its lock-in, which means that all 
data stored on the VU will be locked to that company. Data recorded prior to the company lock-in will not be 
available for that company.  
Downloading of data from the vehicle unit is possible in all modes except for the operational, with the exception for 
requirement 150 in EC 1360/2002. Copying process is described in section 2.1.4.  
 
As observed if no card is in the slots, the unit will still be in operational mode. Data should then be printed out by the 
driver through the embedded printer. Handwritten notes must then be made on the back of the printout. Legislation 
states that this feature should only be used if driver doesn’t possess a valid driver card. 
 

2.1.3 Data stored on the Vehicle Unit 
As previously stated, the main objectives of today’s digital tachograph system are to store driving hours and vehicle 
speed. To ensure security around this data a numerous of other data is stored. 
 

Data Description 

1. Equipment identification data: Vehicle Unit Identification Data, Motion Sensor 

Identification Number, Security Elements (European and Equipment Public Keys, 

Member State and Equipment Certificates) 

2. Driver card insertion and withdrawal data: At each insertion and withdrawal cycle 

of a driver, or workshop card, in the equipment, the cardholder’s first and last names, 

his/her card number, insertion and withdrawal date & time, vehicle odometer at card 

insertion and withdrawal, etc. 

3. Driver activity data: All driving activities (even without the card inserted), 

availability, work, rest/break, the driving status (single or crew), etc. 
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4. Location: Where Daily Work Periods start and/or end, Driver Card Number, Date & 

Time of Entry, Type of Entry (beginning or end), Country & Region (when applicable),  

Vehicle Odometer Value 

5. Odometer data: Odometer data every calendar day at midnight. 

6. Detailed speed data: Detailed Speed Data over the last 24 hours (second per second) 

7. Events and faults: Card Conflicts, Speed Abuse,  Power Supply Interruption, Card & 

Recording Equipment Faults, etc. 

8. Calibration data: Vehicle Parameters (type, size, setting of speed limit), Date & Time 

of Five Most Recent Calibrations with workshops’ details 

9. Time adjustment data:  Time adjustment data are the largest five time adjustments 

with Workshops’ Details 

10. Control activity data: Date & Time of Control, Type of Control, Control Card 

Number and Card Issuing Member State. 

11. Company locks data: Lock-in & Lock-out dates & Times, Company Card Number 

and Card Issuing Member State, Company Name & Address. 

12. Download activity data: Date & Time of Downloading, Company or Workshop Card 

Number, Card Issuing Member State, Company or Workshop Name. 

Table 2 – Description of data on the vehicle unit source [MIDT]. 

The data on the VU is bundled in five data sets2: Overview, Activities, Events and faults, Detailed Speed and 
Technical data. These data sets are available for separate download by an external device. 
 
Regarding the amount of data stored on the VU, manufacturers have certain freedom. An example is that the 
commission regulation EC 1360/2002 states that the detailed speed data must store the speed for at least the latest 
24hours, but no maximum duration. Thus the data amount may differ between manufacturers. Data amount will also 
differ depending on how long the VU has been in use. 
According to KG Sandström [KGS] the amount of data will be at maximum 1MByte when choosing to download all 
data from the VU, confirming this is the Siemens VDO downloading tool which contains 12MB memory which will 
cover 15 yearly downloads according to the manual. How far back to download data can be selected when 
downloading, and thus data amount chosen. 
To ensure authenticity of the data sets, a digital signature is appended, see section 2.3 Security. 

                                                           
2 A data set may be considered a file on the vehicle unit. 
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2.1.4 Downloading Data from the Vehicle Unit 
Downloading data from the VU can be made in the modes company, control, or workshop as previously mentioned. 
This can be done by initiating a request on the front port of the VU. Both the mass memory and the driver card can 
be downloaded this way according to the standard requirement 149 [EC 1360/2002]. When downloading data, then 
vehicle must not be in motion. 
 
The device performing the download is referred to as an Intelligent Dedicated Equipment (IDE) in the standard.  
When downloading data the IDE must first initialize the connection and set the correct baud rate. Downloading is 
then performed by specifically requesting each data set from the VU. 
For the data set Activities it is possible to choose which period of time to download. The IDE must then specifically 
select each date within the period. To aid in this, the data set Overview contains information about the current time, 
when the last download was performed, how far back it is possible to download data, etc. 
No data must be altered or removed during the process and even thou data sets may be considered separate files on 
the VU they must be stored within one single file when downloaded. 
 
In practice the common way of conducting a download is by inserting a valid company card (or equivalent granting 
download rights) into the VU and connecting the IDE to the front port. Download then starts at once, or by command 
from the user depending of the IDE used. After completion, the IDE is connected to a computer and data once again 
transferred for long term storage. 
 
Additionally the standard states another way to perform a download, which is a bit more loosely defined. According 
to requirement 150 EC1360/2002 it shall be possible to download data through “another” connector to a company 
authenticated through this channel. Data could then be downloaded in any operational mode. Authentication must be 
done with the company card, but the card doesn’t physically have to be inside the VU. This way of downloading is 
referred to as remote data download. Unfortunately this is optional for the manufacturers to implement and is yet to 
be seen on the market. 

2.1.5 Motion Sensor 
The motion sensor is the part of the tachograph system that supplies the VU with information about vehicle motion. 
It is a non-contact sensor which connects to the vehicle gearbox. 
It is paired with the VU at system installation and communicates with the VU by an encrypted data link. 
Interruptions of data transfer from the sensor will be registered as well as integrity errors etc. Due to the fact that the 
motion sensor is not active when downloading data from the VU it is not relevant to this thesis. For further 
description of the motion sensors function see [EC1360/2002]. 
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2.2 Smart Cards 
Smart cards are widely used within lots of different applications apart from its usage in the digital tachograph 
system. Phone cards, SIM cards, banking card etc. They are usually the size and look of a credit card. Embedded in 
the card there are integrated circuits providing intelligent features to the card.  
There are two different main types of cards: microprocessor cards with embedded memory and microprocessor 
components, and the less advanced memory card only containing non-volatile memory. However, with the term 
smart card the former is usually implied. Further there are contactless cards, and cards with a physical connection to 
its reader [Smart Card Alliance]. 
The digital tachograph uses cards with embedded processor and physical connection. 

2.2.1 Tachograph Card Types 
The smart cards are used to give access rights to different functions on the tachograph. A driver for instance is not 
supposed to be authorized to change the vehicle specific parameters such as tire size.  
The cards store data relevant to the different roles of the users of the cards, amount of data however is significantly 
less than on the VU. Storing data on the cards is important due to the fact that VU:s are not interconnected, hence if 
not using both, a driver could simply change vehicle and continue driving for longer periods than allowed. 
Specifications of the cards mostly conform to the standard ISO 7816, but with some restrictions stated in appendix 2 
of [EC1360/2002]. The four types of cards used are listed below: 
 
Driver card 
The driver card is personal and mandatory for anyone who wants to drive the vehicle. 
Company card 
Locks the data recorded on the VU to the specific company until unlocked, or another company makes a new lock-in. 
A company may apply for as many company cards as they like. 
Workshop card 
The workshop card is equipped with a 4digit PIN code and gives authorization to change parameters on the system. 
For instance: set time, calibrate speed etc. 
Control card 
Is used by authorities to control that the legislation is followed. 

2.2.2 Data Stored on Smart Cards 
The driver card contains data similar to the data stored on the vehicle unit. Data is stored either by the vehicle unit or 
by manual entries from the user. The data stored on driver card is shown in table 3. 
 

Data Description 

1. Card identification: Card number, Issuing Member State, Issuing Authority Name, 

Date of Issue, Card Beginning of Validity Date, Card Expiry Date. 
2. Card holder identification: Surname and First Name of the Card Holder, Date of 

Birth, Preferred Language. 
3. Driving license information: All driving activities (even without the card inserted), 

availability, work, rest/break, the driving status (single or crew), etc. 

4. Vehicle-used data: The driver card stores, for each calendar day where the card has 

been used, and for each period of use of a given vehicle that day, the following data: 

• Date and Time of First Use of the Vehicle (i.e. first card insertion for this period 
of use of the vehicle, or 00.00 if the period of use is on-going at that time)  

• Vehicle Odometer at that Time  
• Date and Time of Last Use of the Vehicle or ‘23h59’ mention if the period of use 

is on-going at that time  
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• VRN (Vehicle Registration Number) & VIN (Vehicle Identification Number), 

Registering Member State for the Vehicle 

5. Driver activity data: The driver card stores, for each calendar day where the card has 

been used or for which the driver has entered activities manually, the following data:  

• Data Entered Manually by the Driver  
• Daily Presence Counter (increased by one for each of these calendar days)  
• Date & Total Distance Travelled by the driver on this date  
• Driver Status at 00.00 

Whenever the driver has changed of activity, and/or has changed of driving status, and/or 

has inserted or withdrawn his card: 

• The Driving Status (CREW, SINGLE),  

• The Slot (DRIVER, CO-DRIVER),  
• The Card Status (INSERTED, NOT INSERTED),  
• The Activity (DRIVIND, AVAILABILITY, WORK, BREAK/REST),  
• The Time for Each Change of Activity (driving, availability, work, break/rest),  
• The Time for Each Change in Driving Status (crew, single) 

6. Work location: The driver card stores the following data related to places where daily 

work periods begin and/or end, entered by the driver: 

• Date & Time of Entry  
• Type of Entry (beginning or end, condition of entry)  
• Country & Region (when applicable)  
• Vehicle Odometer Value 

7. Events and faults data:   

• Time Overlap (where this card is the cause of the event)  
• Card Insertion while Driving (where this card is the subject of the event)  
• Last Card Session Not Correctly Closed (where this card is the subject of the 

event)  
• Power Supply Interruption  
• Motion Data Error  
• Security Breach Attempt 
• Card Fault (where this card is the subject of the event)  
• Recording Equipment Fault 

8. Control activity data: Date & Time of Control, Control Card Number & Card Issuing 

Member State, Type of Control (displaying and/or printing and/or VU downloading and/or 

card downloading), Downloaded Period (in case of downloading), Vehicle registration 

number and Registering Member State for the vehicle in which control happened 

Table 3 – Data stored on the tachograph cards [MIDT]. 

The standard [EC 1360/2002] specifies a minimum storage capacity of just above 11kbyte for the driver card and a 
maximum of about 25kbyte. Each member state issues their own cards and can choose their own size. According to 
KG Sandström [KGS] there are cards around with more memory than the maximum specified by the standard. 
The structure of the driver cards is as defined by Figure 3. 
Note in the read condition column, that data files can always be read without authentication. 
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Figure 3 – Data files on the driver card MF and DF can be considered catalogs. 

 
Like on the VU, when the card is full, new data will overwrite the oldest without warning. The cards will on average 
store data for 28 days depending on activity changes per day.  
 

2.2.3 Download of Data from Driver Card 
Data can be downloaded from the cards by a smart card reader supporting the communication commands defined in 
appendix 2 in [EC 1360/2002]. These are compliant with ISO 7816-4 but with restricted usage compared to the 
norm. 
Download can also be performed through the VU if in proper mode, see section 2.1.2 Operating Modes. 
All files apart from ICC, IC, Current_Usage, Card_Download, Driver_Licence_Info, Identification are 
mandatory to download from driver card.  
After a download is completed the date of the download is stored on the card. 

The downloaded data should be stored within one file with a specific format, enclosing the data between two tags. 
This is explained in [EC 1360/2002], but figure 4 further clarifies this. Important files are secured with a digital 
signature with appendix defined in [PKCS#1] with SHA-1 hash algorithm. 

 

[XX XX 00] [YY YY] [……DATA……] [XX XX 01] [ZZ ZZ] 

[SIGNATURE]…… 

Figure 4 – Binary file from a smartcard. 

[XX XX]  =  Two byte File ID code, ex C1 00 for EF Card_Certificate 
[00]   = Indicates the tag for start of file. 
[YY YY] =  Two byte length of the data 
[01]  = Indicated start tag for the signature 
[ZZ ZZ]  =  Length of the signature, always 128byte (1024bits) in this case. 
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2.3 Security 
The standard [EC 1360/2002] specifies numerous security mechanisms which a digital tachograph system must meet. 
The security mechanisms intention is to preserve data integrity and prevent unauthorized access to and manipulation 
of data and detect such attempts. RSA algorithms are used for all these three security mechanisms, which are 
explained more in detail in appendix A 2.3 Security Mechanisms.  
 
Workshops need to be approved by member states to be able to obtain a workshop smart card, which are necessary to 
perform installations and calibration of tachographs. A pin code is also required for workshop cards. 
 
To secure the downloading of data, cryptology is used to only grant authorized people access to the system via the 
smart cards described in the previous section 2.2 Smart Cards. Data on tachographs may be considered sensitive data 
since it contains information about the drivers of the vehicles. It may therefore be reasonable to believe that 
companies may only give trustworthy personal access to the company card(s). 
 
The risk of unauthorized personal accessing the data by bypassing when downloading is not considered a factor 
when using the front port of the VU or reading the smart cards directly. The reason being that the person will have 
full control over the connection both visually, and by possessing the company card. 
Still in a future aspect bypassing should be considered when downloading via remote data download as mentioned in 
2.1.4. In such application the user may not possess either the company card, or have visual contact of the device 
performing the download. 
 
Digital signatures are used to ensure data integrity and make it possible to detect if data has been 
changed / manipulated after a download. 
The keys used for signing are stored both on the VU and driver card. Keys for verification are acquired from 
certificates from downloaded data. The certificates make out a three level public key infrastructure. 
Top level among the certificates is the European Root Certificate Agency [ERCA], which certify member states keys 
which later certify equipment keys. It is from ERCA that the top level public key can be obtained. Test equipment 
will have different keys than the ones used in finished products. 
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2.4 Legislation 
The purpose of this section is to give orientation about the legislation and usage regarding digital tachographs. Main 
directives for usage are stated in EEC 3820/85 and EEC 3821/85 which both have been updated a number of times, 
the most recent according to [MIDT] is the Directive 2006/22/EC of 15 March 2006. EC 561/2006 contains the new 
regulations regarding driving hours which were introduced 11 of April 2007. 
 
To these international regulations there are national amendments and exceptions, in Sweden determined by 
[SFS 2004:865] and recently updated with SFS 2007:216 the 26 of April 2007. The digital tachograph is mandatory 
in all new vehicles produced since 1 of May 2006 in Sweden according to SFS 2006:15. 
 
Usage 
A driver using a digital tachograph is expected to have his driving card inserted into the tachograph at all times when 
driving the vehicle. If there is a co-driver, his or hers driver card should be inserted in the co-driver slot. 
In case the card is broken or somehow lost, the driver should after driving make a print out of the period and make 
notes for identification (name, drivers license number etc). 
The driver can normally only drive the vehicle in this way for 15 days, but can be extended if driver need to get back 
to vehicle home location. A replacement card should be applied for within seven days. 
 
Data management 
The driver cards as well as vehicle units are able to hold data for a variable time depending on usage. The Swedish 
road administration recommendations is to copy cards every third week, and vehicle units every third month.  
According to contact with [MIDT] it is the company’s responsibility to make sure data from driver cards and vehicle 
unit is stored on external storage medium during the required period.  
Upon a request from control authority driver or company should present downloaded data from card and vehicle unit, 
or agree to a vehicle inspection. 
The requirements for copying data to an external storage medium are that no data is altered or removed during the 
process. When copying data from the VU or smartcard, no data is removed, but simply copied. The downloading 
equipment needed to download data is not part of the secure environment and no type approval is needed for such 
device. 
 
Downloaded data must be secured for at least one year for control purposes stated in the Swedish regulation of 
driving, working hours and tachographs [SFS 2004:865]. However Depending on how data is used this time can be 
extended. If data is used for logging working times the storage time is extended to two years according to 
[SFS 2005:395]. 
Further, when using the data as a basis for salaries and invoices the data must be kept for at least ten years according 
to the Swedish bookkeeping law [KGS]. 
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Chapter 3  Existing Download Solutions 
This chapter will give an overview of some of the existing downloading tools / IDE:s on the market. Thou remote 
download equipment was unheard of in the startup phase of the thesis, some solutions have been found addressing 
this area. However the majority of tools have no such capabilities, these will be referred to as conventional tools. 
 

3.1 Conventional Tools 
 

Siemens VDO 
Download key is the name of Siemens VDOs downloading equipment. It is about the look and feel of a large USB 
memory. It has two connectors, one 6pin tachograph connector and USB at the other end. It has no buttons, and two 
diodes indicating the status of the device. The configuration is done by connecting the device to a PC and running a 
configuration program. This makes operation possible without use of buttons. It is possible to give the device 
different configurations for different vehicles. 

It connects to the front connector, from which it also is provided with power. Insertion also triggers the download to 
start. When download is completed, the device is plugged into a computer with USB port and data can be transferred 
for more permanent storage. 

Memory capacity is 12MB, and is stated to handle about 15 complete downloads or about 50 with shorter intervals.  

 

Stoneridge 
Have two available devices for downloading, CITO and OPTAC which have the same main functionality. They are 
both larger devices controlled by a couple of buttons. User feedback is solved by diodes on the OPTAC, and a 
display on CITO. A smart card reader is embedded, enabling direct download from driver cards. Memory capacity is 
the same on both devices, 20 complete downloads, or about 500 from smartcards. A cable connects the units to the 
front connector of the VU. 

After a download is completed, data is transferred to a computer via USB. 

The OPTAC distinguishes itself from CITO by making it possible to connect a USB memory. This memory can be 
sent by conventional mail to company. 

 
Actia 
The third digital tachograph manufacturer has a solution called D-Box, a device very similar to the ones previously 
presented from Stoneridge. It has a display, buttons for operation and a smart card reader. A cable connects the 
device to the VU for downloading of vehicle data. 

What makes the unit stand out is the possibility to connect it to a modem with a serial connection.  
 

3.2 Remote Download Tools 
Transics 
Is a Dutch company focused at transports and logistics. The company develops in-vehicle computers and systems 
around these. Recently an application on their in-vehicle computer Quattro has been developed, enabling it to 
download data on the VU through the front connector. The computer also has an embedded smart card reader to copy 
driver cards directly. 

The computer has abilities to send this information from the truck to home office wireless through GSM, GPRS or 
WLAN [Transics]. 
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Microlise 
Is another company focused at transport and logistics with head office in the United Kingdom. The company has a 
box with embedded smart card reader. It has no functionality for downloading the memory on the VU, but indirectly 
supports this by connection with other download tools. 

Wireless data transfer is supplied by GPRS.  

It is operated by simply inserting the smartcard in the reader. Data is then transferred and stored on the unit until 
upload is completed. Status of the unit is indicated by diodes [Microlise]. 
 

3.3 Tested Equipment 
Actia D-Box 
The device is slightly larger than a deck of cards, but is surrounded by a rubber casing making it shock resistant, but 
triples its size. It has capabilities for choosing download type via the user buttons and display. 
It is supplied with some kind of proprietary application for extracting the data from the unit to a PC. Requires more 
from the user than the Siemens VDO Download Key to get the download started. 
 
Siemens VDO Download Key 
It is very easy to use due to the fact that one simply plugs it into the front connector of the VU. This assumes the 
device is correctly configured which is a bit more tricky since this needs to be done on a PC. 
Physically small and easy to use which probably is appreciated.  
 
Performance Tests: 
Downloading data from 2005-09-07 to 2007-04-27 plus Card data via the front connector was tested with the two 
devices. Data amount downloaded was 178kB from the vehicle unit mass memory, and 25kB from driver card. 
Due to the fact that the test tachograph had been unplugged rather often, there were gaps in the ACTIVITY data set, 
this might have an effect on the performance. Downloading data without gaps is presumed to take longer time, but 
data will in real world situations only be downloaded about every third month. 
 
Result: 
Actia D-box:    29m 49s 
Siemens VDO Download Key:  28m 02s 
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Chapter 4  Requirements Analysis 
This section will present an analysis of the functional requirements and non functional requirements of a remote 
download system. A couple of solutions to the problem described in the thesis will be presented and advantages and 
disadvantages will be discussed. Finally the way to implement the prototype will be presented. 

4.1 Possible Solutions 
After analyzing the digital tachograph system in a data download aspect, it was clear that the only ways of retrieving 
data was either by reading the driver smart card with a dedicate reader, or use the front serial port of the vehicle unit. 
Table 4 presents a compilation of solutions. First the main technology is presented, and later some pros and cons for 
different platforms. 
 
 

Technology Pro Con 

Smart card reader: 
 

+ No need for company card 
when downloading data from 
driver card. 
+ Fast download of driver cards. 

- Can only download data from driver 
card. 
- May become dependable on a 
specific smart card reader. 

RS-232 connection 
through VU front port: 

+ Possible to download all types 
of data. 
+ Simplicity, only need one cable. 
 

- Slower download of driver cards 
- Needs company card to download 
driver card data. 

Smart card reader and 
RS 232 connection 
through VU front port: 
 

+ Possible to download all types 
of data. 
+ No need for company card 
when downloading data from 
driver card. 
+ Fast download of driver cards. 

- Blocking of multiple ports. 

Connect existing 
download tool: 

+ Users may be familiar with 
existing tools. 

- May need some kind of partnership 
with manufacturer. 
- Becomes dependable on others 
technologies. 
- More expensive. 

Other contact3 using 
remote data download 
and external 
authentication: 

+ No need for company card in 
vehicle. 
+ May be possible to use rear 
connectors for a more tidy 
solution. 

- Not supported by this generation 
digital tachograph. 
 

Table 4 – Compilation of solutions and respective pros and cons. 

                                                           
3 EC1360/2002 does not specify a specific port for this. 
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All of the solutions suggested above have important pros and cons to take in consideration. Further considerations 
are the limited time and manpower available (since a prototype should be developed during the 20 week time period 
of the thesis project), as well as the working routines companies currently have regarding tachograph data storage. 
Some companies may prefer download of smart cards, while others would prioritize vehicle data.  
 
The lack of support for remote authentication of today’s tachographs implicate that the company, workshop or 
control card must be inserted to be able to download vehicle data. Also the ignition must be turned on to be able to 
insert or withdraw any smart card but not to perform a download. 
 
Involving a smart card reader is considered a lower priority since data from the driver card still is possible through 
the front connector, and the front connector is a must if one wishes to download vehicle data. 
Usage of an existing tool is makes the solution dependable on other companies which of course if unwanted. 
 

4.2 Platform 
As mentioned in the introduction chapter it is expected to use an existing PMC hardware platform. These are listed 
along with advantages and disadvantages in Table 5.  
 

Platform Pro Con 

PDA 

 

+ Good interface. 

+ Development environment and 

debugging capabilities. 

+ Large memory 

+ WLAN 

- Few serial port, commonly only one. 

- Expensive. 

- User may need PDA for other tasks. 

Blackbox 

 

+ Cheaper than the PDA:s 

commonly used. 

+ CAN capabilities. 

+ Is permanently located in the 

vehicle. 

+ Multiple serial ports. 

- Poor debugging capabilities. 

- Needs a user interface. 

- Limited memory. 

(Other 

Platform) 

+ Possible cheaper 

+ More features? (3G?, WLAN?...) 

- Unfamiliar hardware. 

- Out of scope according to contractor 

requirements. 

Table 5 – Compilation of implementation platform for solutions and respective pros and cons. 

The price difference between the two different types is quite substantial, however the Blackbox in itself is not very 
user-friendly and would need a user interface. This could be managed by buttons in vehicle, serial communication, 
via SMS or server scheduling. Status could be indicated by diodes or SMS. Another option is to have a PDA 
program to control the Blackbox for costumers who already have a PDA. 
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4.3 Functional Requirements 
This describes requirements on the functionality of the prototype which shall be developed. Each requirement will be 
represented by F-<number>, in which the numbering has no priority order. The requirements will be the foundation 
for system design.  
 

Requirement Description 

F-1 Download: It must be possible to download card data and vehicle unit data. 

F-2 Upload: Once data has been downloaded from the digital tachograph, it 

must be possible to wirelessly transfer it to a server for long term storage. 

F-3 Data integrity: Integrity of the data must be preserved during download 

and upload. 

F-4 Use ability: The unit performing the download from the digital tachograph 

must have an interface for controlling the device. 

Table 6 – Overview of functional requirements. 

4.4 Non Functional Requirements 
Requirements on the prototype are not strict functional, but also of another character. These requirements are more 
abstract, and are referred to as non functional. Numbering is in the same manner as for the functional requirements, 
without inner order. 
 

Requirement Description 

NF-1 Modularity: The application must be easy to add and remove from a 

system containing multiple applications. 

NF-2 Reusability: The application shall be having elements of reusable code 

incase of transfer to another platform or changes in program structure. 

NF-3 User friendliness: The application must be easy to operate, and notify 

the user incase of error or if successful. 

NF-4 Cost effectiveness: The product may not be too expensive as it is 

expected to be developed into a future product. 

NF-5 Future proof: A soft requirement. It is requested to have room for future 

development of the software, like remote authentication. 

NF-6 Compatibility: The program must be able to fit in existing architecture 

on PMC. 

NF-7 Execution time: The program must be running “light”, meaning that it 

must not lock out other programs running simultaneously on the unit. 

However, no hard time limits are set. 

Table 7 – Overview of non functional requirements. 
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4.5 Choice of Solution 
In discussions made with PMC it has been decided to focus on a RS-232 connection through the front port. This 
will probably be the fastest way to a working prototype and also have the possibility to download all data of the 
tachograph and driver card. 
The platform of choice will be the Blackbox which has a price advantage over PDA, as well as CAN capabilities, 
which may come in handy in the future in case of remote authentication. The Blackbox together with server 
application is believed to fulfill all requirements listed above, including the main goal for the thesis project of 
simplifying and making data transfer available anywhere. 
 

 
Figure 5 – The solution chosen to be developed as prototype. 
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Chapter 5  System design 
This chapter will present a design of how to implement the system. It is divided in parts corresponding to 
functionality which will be modeled in UML. The requirements analysis lays the foundation for this chapter.  
System design was partially done in parallel with implementation; however this chapter is intended to have a higher 
level perspective. 

5.1 Fulfilling Requirements 
F-1 Download: Download of data will be achieved through the front connector on the VU. This will lead to some 
sub requirements to be able to send and receive serial communication. A serial port on the Blackbox will be 
dedicated to this. Further there must ways of saving data to a persistent file system. 
 
F-2 Upload: Once data has been downloaded from the digital tachograph, it must be possible to wirelessly transfer it 
to a server for long term storage. This will be achieved by using GPRS which makes upload available almost 
everywhere. 
 
F-3 Data Integrity: Data integrity will be ensured by verifying the digital signature of the data when uploaded to 
server. 
 
F-4 Use ability: Control will be achieved by using a serial interface which the user can send instructions through. 
 
NF-1 Modularity: The application will be implemented as stand alone as far as possible, apart from common system 
service functions such as server upload. This should make the program easy to add to existing applications. 
 
NF-2 Reusability: The application will be divided in small parts corresponding to functionality i.e. the serial 
communications data parser and sender will be separated from the control logic etc. Thus if changing control logic, 
there is a good chance to still be able to use the data parser in its present condition. Further more the application will 
use type defines for data types which will simplify portability. 
 
NF-3 User friendliness: The controllability via the serial port will allow usage of many interfaces. For example 
sending strings via a PC, PDA or other device. 
 
NF-4 Cost effectiveness: By using the existing platform the price for the customers will only be connected to the 
development cost of the program.  
 
NF-5 Future proof: Future tachographs may have the possibility of remote authentication through other connectors. 
The Blackbox has support for CAN which may be a way to perform this.  
 
NF-6 Compatibility: To ensure compatibility with existing applications the prototype will first be implemented as 
standalone-, and later running together with a PMC application. Efforts should be made to change as little as possible 
to existing structure on the Blackbox. 
 
NF-7 Execution time: This requirement is hard to make statements about without testing some implemented code. A 
guideline will be not to perform series of heavy operations. Fortunately no current application running on the 
platform is time critical. 
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5.2 Blackbox 
The Blackbox application will have three main states when running: Idle when not doing anything, download when 
requesting data from the VU and upload when data has been stored on Blackbox. Transitions between these states 
will be either when completion of a state as for the download to upload transition, or by user input as when aborting 
a download. The Check for user input state will run continuously, and the Initialize state will only be run at startup. 

 
Figure 6 - State machine diagram over the Blackbox application. 

To fulfill the requirements defined in the analysis chapter the following basic functionality must be implemented in 
the Blackbox. 
 

Function Sub Function 

Send serial communication Serial communication 

Receive serial communication 

Store data File management 

Retrieve stored data 

Respond to user input User interface 

Output status of download 

Send raw data to server 

Send commands to server 

Client server 

communication 

Receive commands from 

server 

Table 8 – Functional needs of the Blackbox. 
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5.2.1 Serial Communication 
Serial communication will be managed by periodically polling an RX buffer on the Blackbox and sending data to a 
parsing function. Figure 7 shows the download state of the application, during which data needs to be received and 
parsed/interpreted, saved if incoming data and another request sent. Each activity box can be considered a function.  
The number of bytes to read from the RX buffer can be adjusted depending on how swift one needs the parse 
function to run. 
From the parse function a callback function should handle incoming data if it contains tachograph file data as 
opposed to an instruction response. 
The parse function will return a numeric answer do indicate what type of data was received. This will keep 
communication separated from program logic and file management. 
 

 

Figure 7 – Activity diagram modeling the download state. 

Communication errors when downloading from the tachograph is partially covered by [EC 1360/2002], but not all 
areas. Main procedure of handling communication errors with the VU should be to resend the previous request, if for 
instance the checksum does not ad up.  
If failed to recover from error after three attempts the user should be notified. Error handling of the download state is 
modeled in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 – Activity diagram modeling error in communication with tachograph. 

5.2.2 File Management 
Data will be stored after each incoming frame has been parsed and accepted. The entire data field of the incoming 
frame will be saved along with the length of the data. Data other than the length in the header will not be saved, and 
neither the checksum byte. Message counters in the data field will be useful when synchronizing upload of data to 
server. Saving the counters along with data identifier and service id number will add 4byte overhead per 255 byte 
(about 1.6%). If theses bytes are vital in future applications these numbers can be produced by calculations instead. 
In case of file system error the user shall be notified.  
Limitation of a previous version of the Blackbox with smaller memory size forces the use of specifying a fix data 
buffer size to save to file each time, thus 256 byte will always be saved to the system. 255 byte data and a length 
counter to know what data is valid. This will be possible to change with a later version of the Blackbox. 
 

80 F0 EE LEN 76 TREP MsgC2 MsgC1 DATA CS 

Figure 9 – An incoming data frame, gray marked data will be saved. 

5.2.3 User Interface 
The way for user to operate the Blackbox will be by sending ASCII strings on a serial port. This will make the unit 
controllable through the HyperTerminal included in Microsoft Windows. User feedback can also be received this 
way. Another device with serial communication capabilities can take over this function later. 
 

5.2.4 Client Server Communication 
Server communication will be a stand alone system service on the Blackbox. This is due to the fact that the 
functionality will be requested by other applications running on the platform. 
An existing application running on the Blackbox will be modified to fit the needs to send binary data and commands 
to the server. It will connect to a socket on the server. 
The GPRS driver on the Blackbox buffers data and sends it 4 times per second. This will have consequences on the 
server data parser. 
Error handling from the Blackbox/client side will mainly be to shut down the socket and retry after an elapsed time. 
The protocol used for communication is explained in detail in the Client Server Communication Protocol section. 
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5.3 Server 
The server functionality should be to receive data and verify the digital signature of the received data when upload is 
completed. To be able to handle multiple clients the server shall start a new thread to handle communication with a 
connecting client. The states of the server are modeled in Figure 10. 
The only functionality that has been changed in existing server application is the data parser/interpreter and support 
for verification of digital signatures and unwrapping of certificates. Consequently only these parts of the server will 
be handled in this thesis. 

 

Figure 10 – State machine diagram for server 

 
To fulfill the requirements defined in the analysis chapter the following basic functionality must be implemented in 
the server application.  
 

Function Sub Function 

Receive raw data from client 

Send commands to client 

Server client communication 

Receive commands from client 

Store data File management 

Retrieve stored data 

RSA Algorithm  

(Big integer calculations) 

Data verification 

SHA1 Hash 

Table 9 – Functional needs of the server application. 

5.3.1 Server Client Communication 
When receiving data it will be arrive in chunks, i.e. half of a data frame may be received at first, and the other part 
later (depending on Blackbox GPRS driver). Therefore data should be stored in an instance of a data buffer in which 
data will be put until the frame has been completed. After completion of a frame it shall be sent to a data handler 
specific for the received data type. 
If incomplete and no data is left in the received buffer, frame shall be remembered as incomplete, and completed by 
next incoming data chunk. Figure 11 models incoming data to the server. 
If the data somehow gets out of sync when looking for module id or other control signs, the socket shall be closed by 
initiative of the server. The thread handling the communication will then be shut down and instance variables will be 
killed by garbage collection. 
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Figure 11 – Server handling of incoming. 

For specific commands sent to the server and complementary information, see the Client Sever communication 
section. 
 

5.3.2  File Management 
When receiving data from Blackbox, information about this data should be stored in a database table. This will 
simplify traceability and be useful when synchronizing the Blackbox and server transfer, i.e. to know from what part 
of the file to start sending. 
First when a complete data frame has been received it shall be stored. This way of handling files is partially 
connected to the way the previous version of the Blackbox handled memory. Improvements are possible with the 
later version of the Blackbox. 
 

5.3.3 Data Verification 
Data verification shall be performed after the entire file has been completed. If file is found to be invalid an 
indication shall be sent to the Blackbox. 
Verification consists of unwrapping certificates to get public keys of the equipment, and afterwards verify a digital 
signature with the acquired public key. To do this the application must be able to calculate SHA1 hash sum and 
perform raw RSA algorithms. The data verification may be a separate application from the actual server 
communication service. This will make it possible to verify files whenever needed.  
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5.4 Client Server Communication Protocol 
Currently there is a proprietary PMC communication protocol up and running for Blackbox and server 
communication. The protocol is a higher level protocol placed on top of TCP/IP. 
Unfortunately it lacks support for sending binary data. This section will present the current protocol used and present 
the modifications necessary to support uploading of binary tachograph files.  
Efforts have been made to change as little as possible to the current protocol. The modified protocol is mainly 
intended as a proof of concept, as PMC currently has another communication protocol used with their PDA platform 
PreCom. This protocol will be implemented in the Blackbox in a near future. 

5.4.1 Current Protocol 
The current protocol has the purpose of sending numerical values and not binary data. The numerical values are 
encoded in ASCII string, for instance the number five, “5” is coded as 0x35 binary. Numerical fields are divided by a 
reserved character sign, “|” referred to as pipe (0x7C ASCII). Other than producing longer messages than necessary 
this sign is impossible to separate form other important data if in a binary data frame.  
To identify the data, a one byte id field is used to indicate what software module sent the data. Figure 12 visualizes a 
data frame sent on the current format. 
 
 

: Id | Data | Data | … | Data | 

Figure 12 – Transfer buffer format, each cell represents one byte 

5.4.2 Modified Protocol 
This section will handle the messages necessary to implements the functions for the tachograph upload. 
 
Message Structure 
The most important difference is that instead of separating data by pipes, a length counter will be included to indicate 
data length; this should also be done to existing applications data frames. The colon before data id as well as the last 
pipe will be kept as control signs, and will make it possible to indicate if the server loses sync when parsing the 
incoming data. Figure 13 shows the new data frame structure. 
 
 

: Id Length Data Data … Data | 

Figure 13 – New Generic transfer buffer format, each cell represents one byte 

On the server side, incoming data will then first be check for module id. If the id represents one of the older data 
types, a legacy data handler can parse the data in a similar way as with the current protocol. 
  
Message Types 
Commands sent from the Blackbox to the server is shown in Figure 14: 
 

Description Header (3 byte) Data field (0…255 byte) Control sign (1byte) 
Send data 0x3A 0xEE Len 0x76 DSID MsgC2 MsgC1 Data 0x7C 

Synchronize request 0x3A 0xEE 0x02 0x11 DSID    0x7C 

Verify file request 0x3A 0xEE 0x02 0x22 DSID    0x7C 

Note: DSID = The data set identifier  (0x01…0x06)  MsgC2 = Message counter 2 
 0x3A = ‘:’  MsgC1 = Message counter 1 
 0x7C = ‘|’ 

Figure 14 – Blackbox commands to server. 
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Commands sent from server to Blackbox are on the same format as with the current protocol. Since we only need to 
send numerical values the string based system can be kept. Not very future proof, but since server communication is 
up for a revision this will be sufficient. The three messages sent by server tachograph data handler to client is shown 
in Figure 15. 

 
Description Header (string) Data (string) Trailer (string) 

Synchronize reply tacho X Y “\r\n” 

Verification successful tacho 0xFF DSID “\r\n” 

Verification error tacho 0xFF 0xFF “\r\n” 

Note: X = Message Counter 2 (MsgC2) 
 Y = Message Counter 1 (MsgC1) 
 DSID = The data set identifier  (0x01…0x06) 

Figure 15 – Server commands to Blackbox. 

Message Type Description 
 

• Send data: Contains the binary data to upload to server. Message counters will be the same as received 
when downloading from the tachograph. First data frame will have counter values MsgC1 = 0x01, MsgC2 = 
0x00. Actual binary data transferred will be at most 255 – 4 = 251byte.  
The counters will make it possible to transfer 255 * 255 * 251 = 16 321 275 bytes of data and even more if 
another byte is used as message counter.  
The second byte of the data field will identify the data set type. 

• Synchronize request: Asks the server how much of the file already exists on server. 
• Verify file request: Tells the server to verify the upload.  
• Synchronize reply: Replies to Blackbox how much data of the file asked for is already uploaded on server. 

If no part of the file is on server the reply is “tacho0|0|\r\n”. 
• Verification successful: Tells the Blackbox that the upload has completed successfully, thus server now 

has the responsibility for the file and it should be ok to delete the file from Blackbox. 
• Verification error: Indicates that the file has not been uploaded correctly.  

 
The Data set identifier (DSIS) is corresponding to the same values as used in the EC1360/2002 standard: 

0x01 = Overview 
0x02 = Activities 
0x03 = Events and faults       
0x04 = Detailed speed 
0x05 = Technical data 
0x06 = Card download 
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Message Flow 
After establishing a socket with the server, the Blackbox selects what type of data to upload. If the data is of 
tachograph type, it sends a request to the server asking if part of the file has already been uploaded. The Blackbox 
receives the reply from the server and synchronizes the file position. 
Now upload of data can begin. The Blackbox gets the stored data from the file system and appends module id and 
data length. Six data messages are sent after which a new synchronization request is sent which may be considered a 
server ACK. 
When all data has been sent the tachograph data is removed from upload queue. The intended message flow is 
illustrated in Figure 16. 
 

 

Figure 16 – Sequence diagram showing server communication. 
  
Time Constraints 
After sending data the server has 20seconds to reply, this limit is based on previous empirical value set by PMC.  
 
Error Handling 
This higher level protocol has no real error handling except for when server notifies Blackbox with a verification 
error. Other error handling is handled by lower level TCP/IP protocol by closing the socket or loss of internet 
connection. In these cases the Blackbox application should try to reconnect or try to reopen socket. 
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Chapter 6  Implementation 
This section will complement the system design chapter and describe some implementation specifics of the server 
and Blackbox application. Some design issues will be addressed and alternatives presented. The chapter should be 
considered an overview, to get full understanding of the program recommendations are to examine the actual source 
code. 
 

6.1 Development Tools 
Hardware  
Blackbox:   Target platform for the application. 
Download cable:   Special cable connecting the Blackbox with front port of the digital tachograph. 
Laptop:    Used as server. Connected to Internet and running Windows XP professional. 
Siemens VDO DTCO 1381: Digital Tachograph.   
 
Software 
Blackbox Compiler:  nc308 v 3.10. 
Microsoft HyperTerminal:  For control and debug over the Blackbox. 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000: Store synchronization data for the uploading process. 
Microsoft Visual Studio 2003:  Used to create the server application 
Notepad++ v4.0.2:  Used as code editor for C-programming 
TM v 3.11.01:   Development environment for managing Blackbox compiler settings etc. 

6.2 Programming guidelines 
To improve code readability programming guidelines were adopted when writing the applications. The needs for 
guidelines are more important in C-code than in the more modern higher level C# language. Therefore the guidelines 
for C are more extensive. 
The main programming guidelines used when developing the applications are listed below.  
 
C – Code 

• File local functions and variables (file static) should be spelled with a lower case first letter. 
• Function local (function static) variables should be spelled with small case first letter. 
• File global functions should be written with first letter in upper case, as should global variables. 
• Data types should be defined to clarify data length on platform. This will make transitions to an eventual 

another platform more smooth. Example: typedef unsigned char int8u;, typedef signed char 
int8s;, typedef long int32s; etc. 

• Other than type defines mentioned above, all type defined types shall be indicated by the suffix “_t”. 
Example: myDataType_t. 

• If a function or variable name consists of more than one word the second word should have upper case. 
Example: myVariableName. 

• All source file (.c) should have their corresponding header file (.h) 
 
C# – Code 

• Classes named with upper case first letter 
• Public functions and variables have uppercase first letter. 
• Private functions and variables have lowercase first letter. 

 
Common guidelines 

• Curly brackets should be used even if a for-loop, while-loop or if-state only affects the following line. 
• Brackets should be used to clarify original intent of logical expressions, ex: if((A || B) && B). 
• If a function or variable name consists of more than one word the second word should have upper case. 

Example: myVariableName, or MyVariableName. 
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6.3 Blackbox 
Program execution will be explained, program states Download and Upload, file management as well as user 
interface. This should give a good overview of how the system is implemented. Debugging method used and some 
issues in the implementation will be addressed. In Appendix one can find definitions and explanations of all 
functions.  
The Blackbox was implemented in the programming language C due to existing code, libraries and compiler. 

6.3.1 Physical Implementation 
To connect the Blackbox with the VU a special connector is required. This was acquired from an existing 
downloading tool and refitted with a DB-9 male connector. Connections are made according to Table 10 below. 
 

Pin Description Cable color Connects to IDE pin 
1 Battery minus White GND, pin 5 
2 Data communication Brown - 
3 RxD — Downloading Unspecified TxD, pin 3 
4 Input/output signal Green - 
5 Permanent power output Yellow - 
6 TxD — Downloading Unspecified RxD, pin 2 

Table 10 – VU front connector pin configuration. 

6.3.2 Program execution 
The system has a basic operating system called Abstract Kernel Interface (AKI) which is a non preemptive operating 
system. The operating system has support for running multiple processes, called tasks in the AKI world. Each task 
can be considered an own application running on the Blackbox. However since the operative system is non 
preemptive no task can interrupt execution of another.  
Messages can be sent to and from tasks, which triggers executing of a task. When running, the task can also set a 
timer to call itself after an elapsed time. The operating system is run as any other function in the system main loop. 
 
Implementing an AKI task results in almost the same result as periodically calling a function from the system main 
loop. The method to use is a matter of personal preference. 
 
Three main functions supply the functionality of the system, two of which are running from the main loop, and one 
as an AKI task. These are illustrated in Figure 17. 
 

main() { 
 … 
 for(;;) { 
  … 
  TTY(); // User interface 
  TachoAppl(); // Tachograph application 
  AKI_Touch(); // Operating system (sendTask etc.) 
  … 
 } 
 … 
} 

Figure 17 – Pseudo code for execution of the system. 

The user interface is handled by the TTY() function. It reads one of the serial ports and makes it possible to control 
the system and for instance trigger a download from the tachograph. 
The function TachoAppl() supplies logic for downloading. It is designed to run light and be periodically polled by 
the system. 
When finished it sets a flag to start the uploading. 
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An AKI task supplies the functionality for server communication. This is a stand alone task which may also be used 
for sending other data. The task is running continuously and takes a decision each minute of what type of data to 
send. 

6.3.3 User Interface 
The definition of a user interface in this meaning is in how the user can send instructions to the Blackbox, and 
receive feedback of program states and events. The way this is implemented is by using one of the serial ports 
available on the Blackbox. Commands can be sent as ASCII strings to and received from this port. The Windows 
HyperTerminal can be used to connect to this port, and send and receive such command strings. For the user this will 
be like using a dos prompt/command shell. 
In the system main loop, the port is polled for incoming data. If data is found in the port RX buffer, for example the 
ASCII string “download”, the buffer containing this data is sent to a function calling another function mapped to the 
keyword on the Blackbox. 

6.3.4 Download 
The function TachoAppl() supplies the control logic for the entire download application. It is continuously polled 
from the system main loop, as mentioned in the program execution section. A flag is set to activate the function 
when user selects download via the user interface, otherwise this function returns immediately and does nothing. 
 
The function starts by polling the RX buffer on the port connected to the tachograph. If data is detected, it is sent to a 
parsing function. The current implementation reads one byte at a time, which makes the parsing function run swiftly; 
however this might not always be optimal, see the issues section. 
The parsing function checks for legal values, calculates checksum and how many bytes have been read. If checksum 
is correct, the frame is interpreted and returns a value lager than zero if a positive response and less than zero if 
negative. Response equals to zero means that not all bytes in the frame have been received yet. If received frame 
contains data to be stored, a call back function is used for file storage. 
 
When parsing function has returned, the response is stored in a static variable and a timer used for sending reset. 
Response is checked if positive or negative, and for timer values. If a positive response, the function 
DownloadResponseHandler determines what type of action to take. If a negative response is received, or in case of a 
timeout, the function DownloadErrorHandler chooses action. 
Timeout is default to 1000ms, but may be extended to 5000ms if response pending is received from tachograph or 
20min if response pending and performing a download from a driver card. 
 
When all data has been downloaded the DownloadResponseHandler sets an indication that download is completed 
and upload should commence. A flag is set to deactivate TachoAppl. 
A visual description is given in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18 – Activity diagram showing the application key function TachoAppl. 

 

6.3.5 File Management 
Due to the fact that the prototype was first implemented on a Blackbox with memory restrictions, the file 
management is handled in a sub optimal way. 
The early version of the Blackbox forced applications to save a fix amount of data each time if working with files 
larger than 4030bytes. This amount of fixed data is referred to as an entry in the file system. When reading data one 
also needed to read the entire entry to a buffer. A data length counter is stored with each entry to know how much of 
the stored entry that is meaningful data. 
To get the entry in the middle of a file, one needs to get the first entry and then get the next (iterate) until the 
requested entry is found. This is because the file system is implemented as a linked list of small files (4030bytes). 
To get sync with server, one needs to know what entry to get, a job which the message counters are used for. 
 
File management on the new Blackbox have no restrictions on file size. It is also easier to get a specific data chunk in 
the middle of the file by simply setting the file position. Variable buffer sizes can be saved and read from a file. 
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6.3.6 Upload 
Upload state is defined as when the download process has finished and data is put in an upload queue. An 
independent AKI task called SendTask handles the upload/server communication capabilities. This is a stand alone 
task which also can be used for sending other types of data. When uploading a tachograph file, the task will not send 
any other data. 
Like all other AKI tasks, the task only executes after receiving an AKI message, which can be sent from anywhere in 
the system, including the task itself. Some AKI messages are sent by underlying system drivers to retrieve status, like 
IS_CONNECTED which is sent when the system gets connected to the Internet. 
 
The main structure of the SendTask is a switch state with the incoming message as parameter. Within the SendTask 
there are seven states apart from the messages; STATE_SEND_STX, STATE_SEND_DATA, STATE_SEND_ETX, 

STATE_SEND_ACK STATE_SEND_IDLE and STATE_WAIT_FOR_ACK. The states along with the messages received to the 
SendTask are used to choose actions. What to send is decided by a variable called TypeOfSendPackage. 
After the task has initialized it will create a timer to connect to the internet in 10sec, and perform a choice of what to 
send in 60s, i.e. set TypeOfSendPackage when the message SEND_LOOP has been received. The times set are base on 
empirical values. Sending of data will start after a connection is established and socket connected to server. The 
Blackbox will first get the file status from server, and then start sending. Six data chunks a 257bytes from the file 
will be sent, followed by another request for sync. If file is incomplete sending will start again by sending the 
message SENDING_LOG_DATA to itself upon receiving the server sync. If upload has been completed a verification 
request will be sent to server. If the file is found to be valid, SendTask will stop sending tachograph file data, and 
check its queue for other files. If file verification failed, the user will be notified. 
Every 60seconds the SEND_LOOP message will be received which will cause the SendTask to make a new decision 
regarding what to send. Tachograph files presently have top level priority. 
Due to use of timer- and event-triggered messages sent to the SendTask from itself and the system, it is hard to 
visualize its operational flow, thus a simplified version will illustrate its functionality in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19 – Activity diagram showing the control flow of the SendTask. 
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The hardware drivers used for sending data with the Blackbox are implemented in such way that when calling the 
send function IS_WriteBuffer from the internet services library, data is first buffered and then sent. Sending of 
buffered data occurs four times per second. 

6.3.7 Debugging 
No dedicated debugging tool to step in code has been used to debug the Blackbox. Reason is that no tool has been 
available at PMC, and no efforts have been made to find such tool. 
Instead debugging has been done by trace printing to the HyperTerminal through serial communication. This method 
has been found sufficient, but a more advance tool would have been preferred. 

6.3.8  Issues 
The prototype has some issues which one may want to address to improve its operation. These will be explained 
below: 
 
Serial communication interbyte time may need to be adjusted in a slight more sophisticated way then the current 
application. Solution today is to delay 5ms when sending request to the tachograph. However to do this one needs 
perform more low level programming, means of doing so is today limited to Blackbox supplier. Another approach 
might be to send one byte at a time per iteration in the system main loop; this is given that one can guarantee that the 
system main loop will perform one loop in less than 20ms. 
A further concern with the serial communication is the failure to set higher baud rate than 9600bps despite following 
specifications. This is believed to be due to unclear or incorrect specifications. On the other hand, performance tests 
compared to existing tools indicates a relative small performance boost when using baud rate 115200bps. 
 
The unclear specification of data stored on the tachograph can become an issue if manufacturers begin to increase 
amount of stored data. The current platform used assumes smaller files than 1,5MB on the mass memory. 
 
When receiving data from the digital tachograph, there is a design choice of how much a data to interpret at a time. 
The current implementation interprets one byte at a time to minimize blocking of the CPU. Though if many 
applications are running on the system it would be preferred to interpret more data since the interpreting application 
would not run as often. 
 
As of now the SendTask requires some changes in the code to support upload of new file types. Recommendations 
are to make this module more “plug and play”. Another issue may be that if uploading large files this will block the 
system from sending other data a long time. It may be desirable to send files or GPS position in parallel, by some 
sort of ratio related to priority. 
The current way of uploading relies on the data integrity of lower level protocols such as TCP. A way to make 
transfer more error proof is to include a checksum with the frame. This would allow the server to immediately send a 
notification of upload error. 
 
Code should be reviewed and perhaps adapted to Motor Industry Software Reliability Associations (MISRA) 
Guidelines, which would improve security. 
 
For easier tracing of errors it would be desirable to implement an error log system on the Blackbox. 
 
Finally one fundamental issue of the prototype is that the company card is required for data download. Thus a 
company not trusting its drivers with access to the tachograph data will probably not be interested in the solution. 
However the prototype will simplify the transfer process even if only a trustworthy person will conduct it. 
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6.3.9  Source Code File Description  
The functionality was categorized and given a separate source file according to functionality. A common header file 
was used for common settings (#defines etc). In this section, files are given an overview explanation of 
functionality.  
 
Serial communication and utility: tachoUtil.c /.h 
Contains functions for parsing incoming data and responses, but no logic for connecting these commands. Also 
contains a small queue which is intended to store which data sets to download. 
 
File storage: tachoSave.c/.h 
This file supplies functionality for saving and retrieving data on the file system. When retrieving data for server 
upload, module identifier and control signs are added. 
 
Server communication: sendTask.c/.h 
This is an AKI task (see appendix target plattform) handling control logic for server communication and file upload. 
The task is used by other applications o the blackbox such as GPS positioning.  
Originally constructed by PMC, but modified to support upload of tachograph files. 
When sending tachograph files it uses functions in tachoSave to fetch stored data. 
 
Settings file: tachoSettings.h 
This is header file contains some definitions (#defines) common for many of the files above. 
 
User commands: command.c /.h 
A file containing the user commands. These are mapped to inputs on the serial port to execute commands. 
 
Main control logic: tachoMain.c/.h 
Implements program control logic for performing download from tachograph.  
 
Main program: main.c 
This is the main entry of the program and from where core functions in tachoMain.c and sendTask.c is 
continuously polled. 
 
 
Figure 20 illustrates the implementation. The top four levels have been implemented by the prototype. The three 
lower levels are underlying drivers and hardware supplied by Blackbox manufacturer. 
 

 
Figure 20 – Model illustrating implementation. 
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6.4 Server 
The server was based on a previous server application from PMC coded in C# in Visual Studio 2003. It is compiled 
to run in the background as a Windows service. 
Server implementation started by developing a verification tool for downloaded data from the Blackbox, this was an 
essential piece of the puzzle since this would verify the entire download process. Two versions of the verification 
application will be constructed, one as a stand alone program and the other integrated into the server application. 

6.4.1 Program Execution 
The program will run a windows service in the background. At startup it will connect to an SQL database. It will 
listen for incoming clients by using a TCPListener. If a connecting client is detected a new thread is started to handle 
the client. 
Data is parsed frame by frame according to the receive loop specified in the system design chapter. A complete 
frame will be sent to the data handler corresponding to the data frame id. If data is to be sent back to the client the 
handler function will return such data which will be dispatched immediately. 
Specific for receiving tachograph data is that after a file has been completely uploaded, a request for file verification 
will be received. The server will then start to verify received files, the result of the verification will be sent back to 
Blackbox.  

6.4.2 Verification of Digital Signature 
The European public key must be known to the application to extract member state-, and equipment public key from 
certificates. This top level public key known as the ECRA public key is available at [ERCA]. 
A utility class was written in Microsoft C# .Net with functionalities for parsing the downloaded files; acquire public 
keys, any to verify the files. 
This functionality was implemented both as a standalone application, and later integrated as a class in the server. 
When developing this application data files from existing download tools were used, as these should be correct. 
When verifications of these files were correct, the application was considered to be trustworthy. 
 
Acquiring Public Keys from Certificates (ISO 9796-2) 
First the position of the certificates needed to be located in the file. This was performed by seeking for identifiers in 
the file. 
Extracting the keys from the certificates using .NET proved troublesome due to the fact that the functions supplied 
by .NET did not support message recovery, nor usage of the RSA algorithm in raw mode (without padding) or a big 
integer class. Alternative solutions were to write an own big integer class or to us a third party library for this. Due to 
the lack of time the latter was preferred. Third party libraries found suitable for this was the Mono framework 
[MONO] and Bouncy Castle [BC]. 
Bouncy Castle Cryptography Library 1.36 was found to be a good library with both .NET and JAVA support. It has 
support for a large variety of cryptograph algorithms such as ISO9796-2. However, it seems the implementation of 
ISO9796-2 requires that the hash sum of the message to be known prior to applying the recovery function. Thus an 
own implementation was written by using the BigInteger class from [BC]. 
Unwrapping of the certificates was done according to appendix 11 section 3.3.3 [EC1360/2002]. 
 
Verifying Downloaded Files (PKCS#1 v1.5) 
When verifying the digital signatures one needs to know how large each data set is within the file, to be able to 
calculate a message digest of the selected data set. The problem is that the data set sizes are depending on how long 
the VU has been in operation, or how many times it has been calibrated etc. 
To check the size of the data sets, one must read the variables indicating how many blocks of a certain type the file 
contains, ex. noOfCalibrationRecords. After all these variables have been read, the complete size of the file is 
known, and a message digest can be calculated. Verification is then done according to [PKCS#1]. Again the Bouncy 
Castle crypto library is used for this, although Microsoft has an own implementation class 
RSAPKCS1KeyExchangeDeformatter. 
The implementation verified the signature by applying SHA-1 hash function to the data file and an RSA algorithm to 
the signature. If the hash sum matches the last 20 bytes of the recovered signature the file integrity is assumed valid. 
The key used is the public equipment key from the driver smart card or the VU if verifying a VU data file. 
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6.4.3 Communication 
The existing server from PMC provided a solid foundation for further development. Modifications were necessary in 
the way the server interprets incoming data and send replies. After identifying where changes needed to be made, the 
modifications explained in the system design chapter were conducted. 

6.4.4 Debugging 
Since the server application is running as a Windows service there is no immediate way of performing trace printing 
and get status of the server. To solve this PMC has a program called Server Manager which connects to a socket on 
the server. Data can be sent to this socket and printed in the Server Manager in a text field. 
Another option for debugging is by attaching the source code to the running service, which makes it possible to 
insert breakpoints and execute the code one row at a time. This was very useful when implementing the function 
parsing the incoming data. 

6.4.5 Issues 
File Synchronization can be done in an easier way with the file management possible by the new Blackbox. For 
example by simply checking the current file size on the server instead of using message counters. The size can be 
sent to Blackbox which sets its file position to the one received.  
 
If the same data is received multiple times from the Blackbox, no check is performed if this data has already been 
stored. A control of this can easily be made if using the current implementation, with message counters stored in 
database. 
 
If the Windows event log is full, the server will not start properly. 
Neither will the server run properly if it fails to establish connection with its corresponding database. Thus one 
should keep an eye on the Windows Event log. 
 
If this server is to be used with other Blackbox applications such as positioning, these applications will need some 
minor adjustments due to the new way the server parses incoming data. 
 
One may want tachograph files to be stored in the database itself as Binary Large Object (BLOB) instead of on the 
servers file system. 
 
As for server data verification, the certificate verification application ignores control of expired or revoked 
certificates. Also the library used for the verification is not certified according to FIPS 140 and there is no current 
plan for doing so according to [BC]. One might consider a change of this library for a commercial application, or 
settle for this decreased security. 
 
Another security issue is eavesdropping third parties which may try to acquire data from competing companies’ 
tachographs. An encrypted client server protocol should be considered. 
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Chapter 7  Results and Conclusion 
This chapter will present the results of the thesis both regarding what will be happening with the digital tachographs 
in the future as well as comments on the prototype constructed. Experiences during the thesis will be discussed. 
 

7.1 The Prototype 
The prototype is based on an existing PMC hardware platform, namely the Blackbox. The prototype functionality is 
to download both card and vehicle data, however the vehicle data can not be saved on the current prototype due to 
memory limitations. The download is triggered by a user sending an ASCII string on a serial port via the Microsoft 
HyperTerminal, which also receives feedback in ASCII format. 
After a download is completed, an indication flag is set in the Blackbox selecting the tachograph card file for 
uploading.  
The file is sent via GPRS to a chosen server which maintains file synchronization even if power gets lost, in either 
server or client, by storing synchronization data in a database. 
When upload is completed the Blackbox sends a verification request to the server which tries to verify the files. 
Status of the verification is sent back and presented to the user via the HyperTerminal. The server now has the 
responsibility for the file and it is removed from the Blackbox. 
The prototype performs the download slightly slower than existing tools; this is believed to be a consequence of only 
using 9600bps bandwidth of 115200bps possible when downloading data. 
Some issues and improvements are possible, mentioned in the implementation chapter. 
 

7.1.1 Fulfillment of Requirements 
Most of the requirements have been fulfilled to some extent. Explanation of the fulfillments is given below. Some 
requirements have been completely fulfilled while others have not. Therefore a grade is placed on a scale of 0 – 2, 
where two means total- and zero no fulfillment at all. 
The requirements emphasis is placed on the Blackbox application unless otherwise stated. 
 
F-1 Download: Download of data has been achieved using the front RS232 port of the vehicle unit, and a port on the 
Blackbox. All data is possible to download, but storage capacity limits data storage to driver card. The embedded file 
system has been used.  
Degree of fulfillment: 1. 
 
F-2 Upload: Upload has been fulfilled by adapting an existing system service function written by PMC. It uses 
GPRS to connect to a socket on the server. Adaptations were made to the transfer protocol.  
Degree of fulfillment: 2. 
 
F-3 Data Integrity: The server verifies the uploaded file by command from the Blackbox. Functionality is also 
implemented as a standalone program.  
Degree of fulfillment: 2. 
 
F-4 Use ability: User will be able to control the prototype by sending ASCII strings on a serial port.  
Degree of fulfillment: 2. 
 
NF-1 Modularity: Adding the application to an existing system with multiple applications running has not been 
completely tested. Adding the download application should not require any changes to the existing system, however 
server upload will require some changes. Thus modularity can not be considered complete. 
Degree of fulfillment: 1. 
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NF-2 Reusability: In the application, control logic has been separated from data parsing file storage, and other 
utility functions. This will ensure reusability when working on the same platform. The data types used have been 
type defined which will simplify adaptation to another platform. 
Degree of fulfillment: 2. 
 
NF-3 User friendliness: As of now the application is not very user friendly. It requires use of the HyperTerminal, or 
equivalent, to control the Blackbox and receive feedback.  
Degree of fulfillment: 1. 
 
NF-4 Cost effectiveness: By using the existing platform the price for the customers will only be related to the 
development cost of the program and of a cable to connect the two.  
Degree of fulfillment: 2. 
 
NF-5 Future proof: The current implementation is based on a previous version of the Blackbox. Now a newer 
version is available storing much more data. This can be useful is data amount is increased on the tachographs. Both 
Blackboxes have support for CAN, which may be a way of implementing remote data download when available.  
Degree of fulfillment: 2. 
 
NF-6 Compatibility: The Blackbox has been tested to run alongside with another PMC application which has been 
successful. Unfortunately the common service function of server upload needed modifications, rendering 
compatibility impossible. However changes necessary are rather few. 
Degree of fulfillment: 1. 
 
NF-7 Execution time: The application will not lock the processor for long periods of time. When downloading data 
from the tachograph, execution time can be adapted by parsing different amount of data at a time. 
No code has been placed in interrupt-time; instead system drivers supplied by Blackbox manufacturer have been 
used. No measurements have been done on the server. 
Degree of fulfillment: 2. 
 
 

7.2 Experiences 
During the work of the thesis, the value of taking continuous notes has proven worth while, also important 
documents have been local saved for easier access and convenience. Still not only taking notes but doing so in a 
structured and well organized has some room for improvements. 
Information about digital tachographs is quite rich, but is mostly directed towards the drivers. The part dedicated to 
developers was a lot harder to find. In this jungle it proved mail correspondence was of great assistance, and much 
help was received through this channel, as well as by telephone. 
 
In the pre-study, a lot of work was spent on reading important standards, in retrospect and form a development point 
of view, one could had settled with only reading the most relevant parts. This would have left more time to other 
areas, such as adding more features, or implementing the PreCom server communication layer for file upload. 
 
When working on the parts of system design and implementation the work of reusing code and merge new code into 
existing proved more time consuming than expected. Some of the time was spent on refactoring old code which was 
not only useful for the understanding of the code, but is also believed to improve readability considerable. Further is 
has been found that disassembling larger files into smaller ones is found to improve code management by 
minimizing scrolling and grouping functions more clearly. 
UML diagrams have been useful both when imagining the system design, and when using it for documentations 
purposes as if makes one reconsider implementations. 
 
To conclude, personally a lot has been learned by performing the thesis by oneself on planning, keeping deadlines, 
code management, and obtaining information. 
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7.3 Future 

7.3.1 Digital Tachographs 
The future technical development of digital tachographs is lead by the Swedish Road Administration (SRA) in 
cooperation with the Confederation of Organizations in Road Transport Enforcement (CORTE) and financially 
supported by the European Commission (EC) with of up to €1’012’220. The improvements will be worked out in a 
project called SMART Digitac to be started June 2007. 
Project main focus will be to gather all major stakeholders in the tachograph field in order to evaluate issues putting 
the introduction of the digital tachograph system in the field at risk, with the guarantee to propose to the European 
Commission and ultimately to the Committee on the Adaptation to Technical Progress (CATP) new technical 
specifications to be adopted [CORTE]. 
However due to the long roll out period of the current standard, one can imagine that changes to the standard will 
take at least a couple of years from now. 
 
The current standard still has some room for improvements as none of the current manufacturers of tachographs have 
a product on the market supporting remote authentication. This function is probably highly requested of transport 
companies, as download then can be performed when vehicle is driving, and without the company card inserted in 
the tachograph itself. Indications via Stoneridge, KGK Knutson (Siemens VDO distributor in Sweden) and MIDT 
say that manufacturers are currently working on implementations of this functionality. 
Without full insight in the industry it is hard to make other statements about future technical functionality. If thinking 
freely it would not be highly unlikely that a GPS will be integrated in the future as this already is the case in another 
tachograph available in Mexico. 
 
Adoption of the digital tachograph system is currently growing and more countries are joining up to implement the 
system. Recently Norway joined up by forcing vehicles after December 2006 to be fitted with the digital system. By 
June 2010 the introduction of the system will be mandatory in AETR countries. 

7.3.2 The Prototype 
Download tools corresponding to the functionality of the prototype are rare, which bring unique functionality to the 
Blackbox platform. 
 
Should the prototype be realized, issues addressed in the implementation chapter should be considered. Further the 
application must be moved to the newer Blackbox platform to be able to download all data off the digital tachograph. 
Most important security issues are certification of cryptographic libraries as well as protecting data from 
untrustworthy personal for companies considering the tachograph data a company secret. 
One of the most interesting future functionality would be to add support for remote data download.  
 
A realization of the prototype would add more value to the platform and would make up a new sales argument. 
 

7.4 Conclusion 
The investigations of the pre-study indicated similar solutions to the prototype constructed had already found its way 
to the market. Regardless the contractor was interested in getting this functionality integrated into one of their one of 
their own mobile platforms.  
A prototype was developed which showed that this was indeed possible, thus the main goal of the thesis was 
fulfilled. Some issues with the prototype were addressed, and alternate implementations suggested. 
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Appendix 1 Target Platform 
This appendix section will give a description of the telematics unit used for the implementation of the download 
application. 
 
A 1.1 Technical Specifications 
Processor:   M16C80 16bit, Renesas 
Compiler:   NC308  
Memory:  128kbyte program memory, 128kbyte flash memory. 

Communication:  2x RS 232 max 115200bps 

1x RS 485 

1x CAN 2.0b max 250kbit 
Modem GSM and GPRS class 8 

Input/Output:  4x Digital Input 
4x Digital Output 

 
A 1.2 Operating System 
The Blackbox is supplied with an embedded operating system called Abstract Kernel Interface (AKI). This is a non-
preemptive system supporting prioritized processes meaning that the processes can not be interrupted by another 
process. A process on AKI language is called a task.  
Messages can be sent with, or without included data to and from tasks. Messages can also be received from system 
interrupts, such as the case with the Internet Services Library described below. 
All processes are waiting until receiving a message which triggers the task to start running. 
Messages can be sent from a process to itself with a timer delay, causing the function to poll itself. 
The system can be run in two modes by polling from the system main loop by AKI_Touch(), or by only allowing 
AKI tasks to run, i.e. exclusive mode by calling AKI_Run(). 
 
 
A 1.3 Libraries 
The Blackbox comes delivered with a couple of static libraries/modules which simplifies the development process 
considerably.  
The technique of using callback functions is reoccurring within the modules. Callback functions are executed from 
another function through a function pointer given as its parameter. These are common for libraries as they allow the 
creator of the library to leave implementation specific functions to the user to create. A classical example is sorting 
of an array. This may require a specific comparison function, which can be implemented by a callback function. The 
function is then sent as an argument to the sorting function 
 
Internet Services Library 
Allows Internet functionality through GPRS. Can be implemented by callbacks or as AKI tasks. 
Serial communication 
Supports functions for reading and writing to the system serial ports. 
Register 
This library has function for managing persistent settings, like what server to connect to. The module uses the file 
system which makes it possible to change settings in the register without recompiling. 
File system 
Functions for managing flash memory. 
SMS module 
Makes sending and receiving SMS possible on the Blackbox. 
Command and TTY 
Allows execution of command in a command prompt matter. 
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Appendix 2 Technologies  
This part will give an introduction to important technologies used, and specifics for the digital tachograph. 
 
A 2.1 RS 232 Communication 
Within the digital tachograph system, RS232 is used for communication through the front port of the VU. It is used 
for downloading to external storage medium.  

A 2.1.1 General 
The RS232 standard defines an asynchronous serial receiver and transmitter protocol. This means that data can be 
sent at any time, and is transferred as a bit stream. Bits are grouped in chunks to form data words of variable length, 
usually 5 – 8 bits. This is done by a Universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART). 
Frequency of the data, the baud rate is predefined by both the receiver and transmitting part. Start of each transfer is 
indicated by a start bit, the transfer is the performed according to the frequency specified by the baud rate. The start 
bit is followed by the data and an optional parity bit and a stop bit. 
The parity is a simple method for error detection performed by the UART. However an error can still occur and pass 
the parity check undetected if an even number of bit have been switched. 
 

Start bit Data 0 … ... … … … … Data 7 Parity bit Stop bit 

Figure 21 – Typical RS232 11 bit frame. 

Physically the RS232 line has two electrical states; on also known as mark, and off know as space. When in idle, the 
line is in mark state, thus the start bit has the space state. 
 
The electrical wiring on RS232 can differ quite a lot depending on application. On a PC it is configured with a 9 PIN 
DB-9 female connector, but only three of these are required to establish a connection. These are TxD for 
transmission, RxD for receive and a common ground, see Figure 22. 
 

 
Figure 22 – Typical RS232 pin configuration on a DB-9 connector. 

 
On the PC market the standard has become almost obsolete, with the introduction of faster communication standards 
such as USB and firewire. However due to its simplicity and amount of products on the market it still is very 
common among embedded systems. 

A 2.1.2 Specifics for the Digital Tachograph System 
Port settings are even parity, 8 data bits, and baud rate initially set to 9600bps. Baud rate is changeable up to 
115200bps. Complete specifications are given in EC1360:2002 appendix 6. 
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A 2.1.3 Transfer Protocol for the Digital Tachograph 
The transfer protocol for downloading to external storage medium is an open standard specified in EC 1360:2002 
appendix 7. The message structure is based on Keyword Protocol 2000 (KWP) ISO 14230-2.  
 

Header Data field Checksum 
FMT TGT SRC LEN SID DATA … … … CS 

Max 4 bytes Max 255 bytes 1 byte 

Table 11 – Message structure for transferring data from the VU. 

FMT  Is a format byte with following configuration: 
 

A1 A0 L5 L4 L3 L2 L1 L0 

Figure 23 – Bit configuration of FMT byte. 

L0-L5 specifies the length of the data field. If present (all not set to zero) the LEN byte is not omitted. 
A1-A0 define the form of header which will be used by the message. A1 = 1 defines address information, 
physical addressing, meaning that the message will be sent to a physical unit [ISO 14230-2]. 

 
TGT Target, who the data is addressed to. The address of the IDE is 0xF0, and the VU 0xEE. 
SRC Source, the sender of the data. 
LEN The length of the data field. 
SID Is the service identifier. This specifies what response or request type. Example 0x7F is negative response. 
Data Contains information about what is requested to be transferred (TRTP), or the response message containing 

data identifier (TREP) and the data itself. If erroneous, error codes will be sent. If the data to be transferred 
is longer than 255 bytes it will be divided into sub messages with byte counters included in the data field.   

CS Checksum, the sum of all bytes modulo 256 excluding the checksum itself. 
 
 
Corrections and Clarifications to the Transfer Protocol in Appendix 7 
Though the protocol specified in [EC 1360/2002] is mostly clear, an error has been detected. It’s the response 
message “Positive Response Start Communication” which data byte order has been reversed. The data is declared as 
0x8F, 0xEA, but is in fact received as 0xEA, 0x8F. 
Further the message “Acknowledge Sub Message” needs to be clarified. There are three configurations of this 
message:  
 
Request from the IDE to the VU to send next sub message. 
Request from the IDE to the VU to resend the sub message. 
Requests transfer termination of the message. 
 
Frame length and byte order is given in figure below. 
 

0x80 0xEE 0xF0 0x04 0x83 0x76 MsgC 2 MsgC 1 CS 

Figure 24 – “Acknowledge Sub Message” sent by the IDE. 

MsgC 2 and MsgC 1 are byte counters, with MsgC 1 as the least significant. If 0xFF is sent in both byte counters, 
this requests termination of the message. 
Another error in the specification is the length of the data set noOfCalibrationRecords in the file Technical data. 
The data amount is stated as 164 bytes, but is in fact 167 bytes. 
If incoming message is shorter than 255bytes, as is the case for the data set ACTIVITIES sometimes, no message 
counters will be used. 
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A 2.2 GPRS 
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) is today widely spread in almost every GSM mobile phone. It makes it 
possible to connect a mobile device to the Internet. The technology is packet switched, which differs from circuit 
switched data (CSD) transfer by letting multiple users share the same transmission channel. A direct channel 
between client and server is then not needed. By sharing the transmission channels, the available capacity of the 
mobile net is handled more effective, since most data is sent in bursts leaving periods of time when no data is sent. 
One major advantage with GPRS is that most telecom operators charge by data amount instead of duration of the 
connection, this is an important factor for telematics applications which otherwise would be very expensive. 
 
In Sweden coverage by GSM/GPRS differs of course by operator, but is overall very good. Figure 25 shows the area 
covered by Telia Sonera. 

 
Figure 25 – Coverage of GSM outdoors in Sweden by Telia Sonera [Telia Sonera]. 
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Performance of GPRS is based partially on the distance to base transceiver station but of course also on the 
connected client.  
GPRS equipment is divided into classes depending on how many timeslots in the GSM net they are capable of 
handling. More timeslots and closer range to base transceiver means higher performance. Table 12 and Table 13 
show theoretical performance of GPRS. Performance in theory is the slots multiplied with the coding scheme used. 
 
 

Multislot Class     Downlink Slots    Uplink Slots    Active Slots   

1 1 1 2 

2 2 1 3 

3 2 2 3 

4 3 1 4 

5 2 2 4 

6 3 2 4 

7 3 3 4 

8 4 1 5 

9 3 2 5 

10 4 2 5 

11 4 3 5 

12 4 4 5 

Table 12 – Timeslot capabilities of different GPRS classes. 

Coding scheme CS-1 CS-2 CS-3 CS-4 

Speed (kbit/s) 8.0 12.0 14.4 20.0 

Table 13 – Performance of GPRS coding schemas CS-4 = closest to Base Transceiver Station. 
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A 2.3 Security Mechanisms 
Security is of uttermost importance for the digital tachograph. Data integrity must be kept, and authorization must be 
restricted. This is accomplished by using the technologies described in this section. 

A 2.3.1 Asymmetric Cryptography 
Asymmetric cryptography is based on a technique using two different keys. One key can be freely distributed, the 
public key, and the other must be kept a secret, the private key. There are a couple of different mathematically 
underlying principles for this, where the most common is the RSA algorithm [Kumar et al]. This is also the one used 
or the digital tachograph system. The raw algorithm is defined by: 
 

 C = Me mod ( n ) Equation 1 

 M = Cd mod( n ) Equation 2 

 
Where C is the encrypted output of the message M, with the public key (e, n). The message is recovered with the 
private key (d, n). The length of the message to be encrypted must have same bit length as the modulus n, more 
detailed description can be found in [PKCS#1]. The algorithm can also be used the other way around, see section A 
2.3.3 Digital Signature. 
The key lengths used for the digital tachograph are 64bits for the public exponent, and 1024 for the private key and 
modulo. According to [Furgel et al] this key length will not be considered a high security level with in a near future, 
and a length of 2048 at least is recommended. 
The raw RSA algorithm in itself is not considered safe, and some data needs to be added to ensure security. This is 
called padding the message. Padding further shortens the maximum length of the message to be encrypted. The 
padding scheme PKCS#1 v1.5 restricts the length to k – 11 bytes where k is the length in octets of the modulus n. 

A 2.3.2 Symmetrical Cryptography 
Symmetric cryptology has the benefit of better performance compared to its asymmetric counterpart. However in this 
case both keys used for encryption and decryption must be kept secret. The key themselves are often identical. 
A problem however is to exchange keys on an insecure connection. This is commonly solved by using asymmetric 
cryptograph for agreeing on keys, and then use a symmetric key algorithm [Furgel et al2]. 
The digital tachograph utilizes symmetric key algorithms when for communication between the motion sensor and 
VU, as well as between VU and smart cards. 

A 2.3.3 Digital Signature 
The thought of digital signatures is that they are supposed to verify authenticity the same way as a handwritten 
signature. Digital signatures can be used to verify message integrity and who signed the message. 
The principal is based on asymmetrical cryptography but the other way around. The private key is used for signing 
the message, and the public key for verifying. This is sometimes confusingly referred to as encrypting with the 
private key and decrypting with the public. 
There are two types of digital signature schemes: 
The first is called digital signature scheme giving message recovery. This means that a part of the message, or the 
entire message is embedded in a digital signature from which data needs to be recovered to be able to get the 
complete certificate[ISO 9796-2]. 
The second is digital signature schemes with appendix. The whole message is then transmitted in clear text, with the 
signature appended [PKCS#1]. 
When signing messages with RSA a common practice is to calculate a hash function to the message, called message 
digest, add some padding and raise the padded message to the decryption exponent. Then the message is signed with 
the private key. This is the basis of numerous standards such as ISO/IEC 9791-1, ISO/IEC 9796-2 and PKCS #1 
v2.0. By comparing the message digest in the signature to the value calculated from the message by a verifier, 
authenticity can be confirmed. 
The principal procedure is shown in  
Usages for the digital tachograph system are verifying certificates and integrity of downloaded data. 
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Figure 26 – The principal procedure of creating and verifying digital signatures, source http://www.wikipedia.org/ 

A 2.3.4 Secure Hash Functions 
A secure hash function is a hash function which has very low probability of rendering the same hash value/message 
digest for different inputs [SHA-1]. 
The SHA-1 hash function is used for the digital tachograph, which always is 160bit long.  

A 2.3.5 Certificates 
When using public keys, anyone holding the public key can encrypt data to exchange with the holder of the private 
key. A problem can then arise if the public key used for encryption is not belonging to the party for which the 
message is intended. 
Digital certificates are used to secure public keys. This is done by including information about the public key as well 
as the owner of the public key, and have it digitally signed by a trusted third party. If the third party is trusted one 
can be sure of whom the public key in the certificate belongs to. A certificate may also have a date of validity 
included, but not necessarily. 
The certificates used for the digital tachograph are digitally signed with partial message recovery according to 
[ISO 9796-2]. To know which public key to use for recovering the certificate, a certification authority reference 
(CAR) is appended to the signature. The form of the recovered certificate is according to Table 14. 
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Data Format Bytes Description 

CPI INTEGER 1 Certificate profile identifier (′01′ for 

this version) 

CAR OCTET STRING 8 Certification authority reference 

CHA  7 Certificate holder authorisation 

EOV OCTET STRING 4 Certificate end of validity. Optional, ′FF 

′ padded if not used 

CHR OCTET STRING 8 Certificate holder reference 

n OCTET STRING 128 Public key (modulus) 

e OCTET STRING 8 Public key (public exponent) 

  164  

Table 14 – Recovered certificate content. 

A two level hierarchy of certificate authorities is used, with the European Root Certificate Agency at the top 
authorizing member states, and member states authorize equipment certificates. Usage of different levels of 
certificates is commonly referred to as a public key infrastructure, PKI. 
 
 
 


